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ABSTRACT
A Family Multi-Generational Vocational History
And Its Relationship To The Occupational-
Personality Profile of Twelfth Grade Students.
May 1980
Dennis C. Dillon, B.S., University of Rhode Island
M.A., University of Rhode Island
Ed.D., University of Massachusetts
Directed by: Professor Kenneth A. Ertel
This study statistically supported the notion that
family vocational his tory-taking
,
when related to stu-
dents occupational-personality profiles, becomes an
alternative method to career exploration.
This study attempted to determine to what degree
the multi-generational vocational histories of selected
family members were related to the primary educational/
vocational interests of twelfth grade students as iden-
tified in their occupational-personality profiles.
The review of selected literature, which focused
on the relationship between family life and background,
personality, career interest, and career decision-making
supported the premise that there was a relationship be-
tween family life and work life. The research employed
was basically a descriptive study which documented the
relationship between a family's multi-generational vo-
V
cational history and the occupational-personality profile
of its twelfth grade students.
An Occupational Influence Questionnaire, which is
a modification of a Family Vocational Genogram, was de-
veloped and administered to a sample of 172 senior stu-
dents. The data was analyzed with frequency counts and
contingency tables. Significant relationships between
variables of interest were determined by using chi-square
analyses .
A finding of this study was that several clear re-
lationships do in fact exist between family employment
histories and the occupational-personality profiles of
twelfth grade students. This study showed that students,
in the post graduate career decision-making, place a
degree of value on the number of contacts they have
with nuclear and extended family members. A finding of
this study was that students’ occupational-personality
profiles do relate to the number of family occupations
known
.
Several relations were observed between a set of
family background characteristics and twelfth grade
students’ occupational-personality profiles. These
were related to the study in a peripheral way. A find-
ing of this study was the significant relationship be-
vi
tween actable (reality) job expectations and fantasy
career desires.
The discussion focused on statistical evidence
which supported the value of family vocational history-
taking to the career decision-making process. Re-
commendations based on the findings consisted of prac-
tical applications to family vocational his tory- taking
and methodological discretions. Implications consisted
primarily of research methodological suggestions. Other
related research questions were also provided. A sum-
mary of the entire study concluded the project.
vii
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CHAPTER I
THE PROBLEM
Introduction
This study determines to what degree the multi-
generational vocational histories of selected family
members is related to the primary educational/ vocational
interests of twelfth grade students as identified in
their occupational-personality profiles.
It has been suggested that there are relationships
between successful family life and successful work life.^
These relationships can be viewed as circulatory inter-
action patterns which feed back into family life and
background. Many career development theorists suggest
that the relationships between family life and back-
ground include personality, career interest, and career
2decision-making. Therefore, these factors are not
linear and do not terminate with decision-making.
Family life and background are comprised of a
powerfully interrelated cluster of constantly changing
forces. These forces influence family members through-
out their lives. These forces also affect the predic-
tability of childhood intelligence, educational perfor-
mance, and occupational aspirations. In addition, the
1
2social attainment and career patterning of adults are
influenced by these forces.^
Some career development theorists state that
twelfth grade students express personality through
L
their vocational choice. Other theorists state that
these students express self-concept through vocational
5choices. A growing number of theorists have vali-
dated the use of fantasy as a contributing factor to
expected entry occupations.^ In addition, the voca-
tional choice of these students may be affected by the
job satisfaction stability and achievement of nuclear
7
and extended family members.
Family background, personality, and career interests
influence the decision-making process of the young.
Historically, the family’s function as occupational
decision-maker was so pervasive that children took their
names from their father’s trades—Mason, Farmer, Car-
^ 8
penter, Miller, Smith. This role has slowly eroded.
The contemporary family’s role as the vocational
decision-maker seems almost negligible.
There has been much progress in vocational coun-
seling theory and practice. Family counseling is a
budding social science that promises new insights into
the dynamics of the family." When the concepts of
3vocational and family counseling are combined, they pro-
vide the mechanisms for analyzing several kinds of
relationships: family life and background, personality,
career interest, and career decision-making. Combining
the data generated from vocational counseling inven-
tories and family counseling assessment instruments
provides the basis for analyzing these relationships.
Data generated from this study focus on one aspect
of these relationships: the family vocational history
and its relationship to the occupational-personality
profile of students.
Purpose
The purpose of this study is to determine to what
degree the multi-generational vocational history of
selected family members is related to the primary actable
and fantasy job interests of twelfth grade students as
identified in their occupational-personality profiles.
A second aspect is to identify the number of contacts
that students have with selected family members and how
much they value that contact in terms of career decisions.
A third view is to determine to what degree the number
of family occupations known by twelfth grade students
is related to their actable and fantasy job expectations.
kIn addition, this study identifies the set of family
background characteristics associated with twelfth grade
students’ occupational-personality profile codes (actable
and fantasy). Finally, this study identifies the ob-
served frequency of coincidence of actable and fantasy
occupational -personality profiles.
Questions to be Answered
Specifically, this study addresses the following
questions :
1. What relationships exist between twelfth grade
students’ occupational-personality profile
codes (actable and fantasy) and the employment
history of nuclear family members?
2. What relationships exist between twelfth grade
students’ occupational-personality profile
codes (actable and fantasy) and the employment
history of extended family members?
3. What is the amount of family contact and do
students value that contact in terms of in-
fluencing their career decisions?
4. What relationships exist between twelfth grade
students’ occupational-personality profile
codes (actable and fantasy) and number of fam-
5ily occupations known?
5. What is the set of characteristics associated
with twelfth grade students' occupational-
personality profile codes (actable and fantasy)
and age, sex, birth order, parental schooling,
family income, length of residence, family
type, and grade point average?
6. What is the observed frequency of coincidence
of actable and fantasy occupational-personality
profiles?
Significance of the Stud y
The significance of this study is that information
generated from the Occupational-Influence Questionnaire
will offer to counselors an alternative method of help-
ing students focus on careers that is quicker than the
structured Family Vocational Genogram. Studying the
employment history of a student's nuclear and extended
family will help a counselor to understand that student's
occupational -personal! ty profile. Thus, this study con-
tributes to the body of knowledge that focuses on rela-
tionships between work and family life.
This study is also significant in that it contributes
to theories of vocational counseling inventories that
6combine personality and vocational interest by including
the extended family work orientations. It adds to the
nuclear-extended family debate by describing the in-
fluence that the extended family has on the vocational
decisions of young adults. This study addresses, in a
historical way that differs from longitudinal studies,
the relationship between family life and career orien-
tation. This relationship can better be understood when
viewed in conjunction with family vocational background.
There is a need for vocational counselors in all
counseling settings to begin to address their clients
as part of a family system and not as independent from
that system. This study, in part, identifies the extent
of this need. It also provides insights into the dy-
namics of parental and extended family work history and
student career interest. In doing so, this study be-
gins to create a bridge between vocational counseling
principles and practices on the one hand and family
counseling on the other.
Counselors increasingly are being asked to partici-
pate in curriculum development that focuses on their
clients’ career needs. This study promotes an aware-
ness of the necessity for increased family job knowledge
and family life programs. These kinds of information
7are of special importance within a rural community where
there may be little social movement and much isolation.
Delimitations
Although much of the related literature is con-
centrated in sociological mobility, this study is not
a social-anthropological kinship mobility study.
Career interests change with time and expand with
a person's skills and knowledge. The career interests
of the twelfth graders expressed in this study should
not be thought of as lifelong and unchanging. Thus,
the career interests expressed by these twelfth graders
are locked in their present time and space. This study
does not attempt to predict the career interests of
young adults.
The data generated are representative of a rural
population. Although an analysis of urban and suburban
populations could reveal similarities, this study cannot
be generalized beyond a rural population.
Definitions
High Point Code . The modal personal style to which peo-
ple are assigned according to J. Holland's theory. A
personal style consists of the match between a personal-
8ity type andean occupational environment. Holland has
classified personality types and occupational environ-
ments along six scales. These scales are called
occupational-personality profile codes. They are the
Realistic (farmer, truck driver), the Investigative
(chemist, biologist), the Social (social worker, teacher),
the Conventional (bookkeeper, bank teller), the Enter-
prising (salesperson, politician), and the Artistic
(musician, artist).
Job Expectations .
Actable . Those job expectations which are based
on Reality-Testing and assessment of one’s skills and
knowledge .
Fantasy . Those job expectations which are based
on daydreams and mental images of what one would really
like to do occupationally.
Selected Family .
Extended . Parents, brothers, and sisters of those
male-female nuclear families.
Nuclear. A family made up of a male, female, and
siblings
.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF SELECTED LITERATURE
Overview
The review of selected literature focuses on the
relationships between family life and background, per-
sonality, career interest, and career decision-making.
This review is divided into three parts.
In Part I, the impact that the family has on child-
hood intelligence, educational performance, and oc- '
cupational influence is considered. A discussion is
presented of the family as a determinant of personality
according to leading personality psychologists, with an
additional review section that explores birth order
linkages between personality type and occupational
orientation. This part continues with a presentation
of general career development themes and specific dis-
cussion of the work of two leading theorists who relate
career development, personality, and family. Finally,
a discussion of the dependency of actable job expecta-
tions on fantasy job expectations is provided.
A review of family stability and occupational
success from a sociological point of view is presented
in Part II. Included are several sociological kinship
9
10
and occupational mobility studies, selected because
of the historical nature of the present study and be-
cause these studies are sources of clues to kinship
influence in career decision-making. The conclusion
of Part II is a review that addresses the family's
role as occupational decision-maker
.
In Part III, selected vocational preference in-
ventories are explored to support the case that interest
inventories help us to understand different person-
alities. Part III also gives an explanation of the
development of the Occupational Influence Questionnaire,
which is a modification of a structured family voca-
tional guidance and counseling assessment tool.
Part I Review
The Family--Its Impact on Childhood Intelligence, Ed-
ucational Performance and Occupational-Personality Influ-
ence . Numerous studies isolate specific factors that
affect the family's impact on childhood intelligence,
educational performance, and occupational influence.
Among the major studies that have identified these
factors are Super's Twenty Year Career Pattern study,
Flanagan's Project Talent, and Bachman's Transition
study. The purpose of reviewing these selected
longitudinal studies is to identify and describe those
factors
.
Super’s Twenty Year Career Pattern Study
. Among
the findings of Super’s Twenty Year Career Pattern
Study of ninth grade boys was the identification of
factors that are associated with vocational maturity.
^^S^i^icant among these factors is childhood intelli-
gence. Super concluded that vocational maturity is
related to intelligence and that age is of less im-
portance in vocational maturity.
Flanagan’s Project Talent . Another study that
supported the connection between family background,
intelligence, educational performance, and occupational
influence was Flanagan’s Project Talent. This study
identified the socio-economic environment in the home.
Numbers of books and rooms per person in the home were
included. Findings showed that families with cultural
enrichment tools (books) and adequate living space
produce children who are more intelligent, better per-
formers educationally, and more mature vocationally.
Super's Career Pattern Study and Flanagan’s Project
Talent have provided significant data on the career de-
cisions of young people and have included the importance
of the family as a social factor. However, the family
12
and its impact were not central to either of these
studied
.
Bachman’s Youth in Transition Study . A more recent
study provided a comprehensive look at the impact of
family background and intelligence in tenth grade boys.
This project provided an explanation of the effects of
social environments on adolescent boys, with special
emphasis on the relationship of school and work environ-
ments. The study was not only cross-sectional, but also
longitudinal, and provided the opportunity to look at
the cross-time stability of the relationships under
study
.
The Bachman Study identified family background
factors that are related to intelligence, educational
performance, and occupational influence. These lactors
include socio-economic level (SEL), family size, broken
home, family relations, religious and political pre-
ference, community size, and race.
The Super, Flanagan, and Bachman studies all have
common characteristics. They deal with 9th, loth, and
12th grade boys. A good portion of their work is
educationally oriented. All address family background
factors to varying degrees. These studies were oriented
toward the middle class. Super did note that disadvan-
13
taged families provide negative role models. Flanagan
showed that families without books and living space
fared worse educationally and subsequently vocationally.
Bachman disconcert edly noted the limitations of his
study in the area of the disadvantaged minority.
Walthers* Department of Labor Studies . The Wal-
ther's study^^ identified the state of the art concern-
ing youth in transition from school to work programs.
These included predominantly disadvantaged youth, mi-
norities and females. One finding of the Walthers'
Study was that the factors contributing to good labor
market performers were much the same as those identified
in the three previously mentioned studies. Many of the
factors relating to childhood intelligence, educational
performance, and occupational influence were found to
be consistent throughout the analysis and synthesis
of Department of Labor Studies.
These selected longitudinal and state of the art
studies indicate that there are relationships among
family background characteristics, intelligence, and
occupational influence. The studies offer general
insights into how students might be affected by these
relationships in their occupational-personality proiiles.
Family background factors that affect educational
per-
formance were found to be similar to those that affect
good labor market performance. The purpose of the next
section is to focus more specifically on one aspect
of family background--per sonali ty
.
The Family--A Determinant of Personality . The family
plays a vital role in the development of the person-
ality of its youthful members and in the maintenance
of the personality of its adult members. Even though
personality theorists from Freud to Maslow present
different theoretical constructs of the development
of personality, these constructs are similar and re-
curring. The similarity lies in the patterns of inter-
action that people have with their families and how
that interaction affects their personalities. The con-
structs are recurring in that the role of the family
in shaping and influencing personality is well documented.
In addition, there is evidence in these similarities
and recurrences that the employment history affects
the family which in turn may affect personality de-
velopment .
Freudian psychology maintains that an individual
expresses personality through a vocational choice on
the idea of infantile sexuality and hostility
towards
Adlerian psychology would have anone's parents.
15
individual achieve vocational status as a social goal
to overcome feelings of inferiority based on the early
realization of parental power. Murray's and Fromm's
theory calls for a balance between needs and occupational
environments mediated especially through socialization
of children by parents. Erikson's developmental
stages emphasize the psycho-social rather than the
Freudian psycho-sexual effect of the interraction be-
tween the instinct-governed child and early childhood
environment. Sullivan would allow us to express our
vocational orientation by validation^^ and Skinner by
17positive reinforcement of our family members, and
Kelly would want us to formulate personal constructs
about our world of work that would have as their bases
1
8
early childhood, parental life experiences. Allport
would have us equalize traits and stimuli whose equa-
lization beginnings could also be found in family inter-
action.^^ Rogers would have us view ourselves in re-
lation to the phenomenal field of family life and work
experiences.^^ White would have us focus on our sense
of competencies as they relate to overcoming the par-
ental environment.^^ Finally, Maslow would have us
fulfill our basic and metaneeds gratifyingly with an
accepting supportive home environment so that we may
16
move to self-actualization.^^ In all of these constructs,
the family unit in one way or another becomes the de-
terminant of personality, with family vocational his-
tory exerting some influence, although its extent has
not yet been determined. However, the family birth
order provides a connection between personality and
occupational profiles.
Birth Order and Occupational-Personality Profiles . Birth
order, personality type, and occupational profile are
categorized in two main ways: birth order (sibling
position) and personality on one hand, and birth order
and occupational profiles (status, achievement, position)
on the other.
Birth Order and Personality . There are three gen-
eral viewpoints on birth order and personality. They
are the deterministic, positive, and negative schools
of thought. The deterministic approach suggests that
sibling position is the prime determinant of personality
and that personality structure can be predicted from
this position. The positive school finds certain per-
sonality and behavior to be typical of the various
sibling positions because of situational and environmen-
The negative school claims no relation-tal factors.
17
ship exists between ordinal position and personality
2 2
characteristics.
Birth Order and Occupational Profiles
. Sex, number,
and position of siblings are key factors that relate
to birth order and occupational profiles.
Sex. A consistent finding in this review is that
first born and only born men do better in school, have
a better self-concept, and achieve higher occupational
24levels than middle born and last born men. Toman pro-
vided much detail in describing birth order, sex, person-
ality, and occupational choice. In sexual contrast.
Toman's oldest sister of sisters likes to take care of
25things and give orders. Other studies have observed
first born females to engage in socially oriented
occupations
.
Number . Occupational achievement is clearly re-
lated to the number of siblings in the family. Men
from small families (those with fewer than four members)
achieve on the average considerably higher occupational
status than men from large families. The advantage of
coming from a small family is greater for older than
for younger siblings. The occupational achievements of
only children are greater than those of men from small
families regardless of the birth order. The superior
18
occupational achievement of men from small families is
due to their superior education
.
Position
. Sibling position is related to
occupational achievement. The position children occupy
among their siblings influences their careers as adults.
Generally, children in the extreme positions are the
most successful. Oldest, youngest, and only children
achieve higher occupational status than middle children
whether raised in small or large families.
Regardless of social origins, family size or the
existence of an older brother, middle children have
less successful careers than first born and last born.
Youngest children appear to have an occupational ad-
vantage over oldest ones in large families, though not
in small ones. The chief advantage enjoyed by men born
either first or last, as well as only, is their better
^ V • 28education
.
Other studies suggest that only and first born
children will be more successful in hierarchically
structured and closed role relationships, and later
born children will be more successful when innovation
29
is required in role relationships.
Although there appears to be considerable disagree-
ment on the relationships between birth order and person-
19
ality, there is some relationship between birth order
and occupational orientation. Sex, number, and position
of siblings are key factors that relate birth order to
occupational profiles. If predictions of appropriate
occupational role behavior as a function of familial
orientation can offer insights into personality, then
family, personality, and career development can be
assumed to be related.
Family, Personality, and Career Development . This
review describes the career development theory and pre-
sents the theories of Anne Roe and John Holland. The
purpose of this section is to historically locate career
development theory, and to compare the theories of two
leading theoreticians with respect to family influences.
Categorically, the literature on career development
theory seems to fall into seven general classifications:
trait-factor, sociological developmental, self-concept,
personality, psychoanalytic, decision-making and system
approaches
.
Trait-factor . Viewed historically, the oldest
theoretical approach is the trait-factor approach. This
approach was initiated by Frank Parsons in his post-
humously published classic, Choosing a Vocation. Parson's
20
steps for "true reasoning", or vocational guidance, can
be summarized in this manner: "That an individual can
be described as possessing certain traits (e.g., apti-
tudes, skills, interests), that different occupations
can be described as requiring different patterns of
these traits, and that the two will result in a mean-
ingful choice.
The work of Parsons still impacts on the Vocational
Testing Movement and on the Federal Government Employ-
ment Services and Training Programs. In the late 1940’s,
sociological thinking began to enter the stream of thought
of vocational counseling.
Sociological Theories on Career Choice . This
approach holds that people have limited control over
their environments resulting in limited control over
the career choices they make. The principal task con-
fronting people is the development of techniques to cope
effectively with their environment. At about the same
time that societal institutions such as home, school,
and family were being posited by sociological writers
as impacting on career choice, a school of thought
emphasizing the importance of development self-concept
theory was emerging.
Self-concept Theory. Actually, this theoretical
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approach is not a singular concept, but two concepts
that are merged. It is an amalgam of developmental
psychology and self-concept. The approach postulates
that (1) self-concept becomes more clearly defined as
people pass through life stages; (2) people realistically
reassess their self-concept as it relates to attainable
career choice; (3) people compare their self-image with
their occupational image; (4) the career choice is the
result of balance between the individual’s self-concept
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and occupational concept. Career theories of self-
concept and personality originated around the early 50’s.
Vocational Choice and Personality Theory . A better
word to describe personality theory would be "need”
theory. The general underlying notion in all of these
theories is that people select their occupations because
they see potential for the satisfaction of their needs.
Hoppock feels that personal need is central to his
theory, but environmental information is a critical
factor in effective vocational development and decision-
making. Holland specifies detailed occupational environ-
ments for personality types, and Roe emphasizes the var-
iability of higher order needs from Maslow’s hierarchy,
the influence of unconscious needs, and the potency of
partially met needs or those whose gratification is
22
delayed
.
Psychoanalytic Theories
. Freud once stated that
the most significant indication of a psychologically
normal being was the ability "to love and to work" ef-
fectively. Work, however, has not been of paramount
concern to psychoanalysts. Brill in the late forties
was perhaps the psychoanalyst who devoted the most
attention to careers and career choice. It was not
until the 1960’s that psychoanalytic vocational litera-
ture became active. The Bordin, Nachman, and Segal
studies of the early sixties are the major comprehen-
sive statements of psychoanalytic thought as applied
to careers. Their individual efforts resulted in the
construction of a psychoanalytic "framework for vocation-
al development.” In this classification system, the
amount of involvement, the way the impulse is expressed,
the persons or things toward which it is directed, the
feminine or masculine model, and the handling of affect
by expression or repression are indicated.^
Decision-Making . Decision-making processes are
characterized by Keynesian economic models that maximize
gains and minimize losses; by alternatives to solutions
under conditions of uncertainty or risk; by objective
probabilities as they relate to subjective probabilities.
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Generally, formal decision theory conceives of decision-
making as (1) a process, (2) having essentially a
rational base, and (3) involving the selection of a sin-
gle alternative at a particular point in time.^^
Systems Approach . The systems approach involves
the application of the methods of industrial engineer-
ing. Basically, it suggests that if you wish to end with
a product--i . e
. ,
a student who possesses career decision-
making skills--you build towards that goal by taking
into consideration the functional relation among parts,
elements, and components making up the final product.
Silvern has outlined three steps involved in de-
veloping a systems approach. They are;
1. Translate broad aims of the enterprise into
objectives which are explicit and operational.
2. Design the procedures which are intended to
accomplish these objectives, identify the re-
levant variables which the procedures are in-
tended to order or change, and construct a
model which suggests a prior and consequent
relation among the identified variables.
3. Implement the model and evaluate the results
of the innovation in terms of the operationally
36
stated objectives.
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Career Development Theory and the Family
.
Anne Roe. Roe, a psychologist, was one of the first
theorists to detail the intuitively appealing notion of
the role that personality plays in vocational behavior.
Roe studied the personality traits of physical
-biological
3.nd social scientists and concluded that the major dif-
ferences were primarily due to the type of interaction
they have with people. She also concluded that these
differences partly evolved out of early parent-child
3 7
relationships.
According to Roe, the emotional climate in the home
can be of three types: emotional concentration, emotional
acceptance, or emotional avoidance. Depending upon which
of the three emotional climates is experienced, there
will be developed basic attitudes, interests, and capac-
ities. These will in turn give expression in the general
pattern of the adult's life, in his personal and emotional
relations, activities, and vocational choice. The domi-
nant patterns, which can be found in the home, are illus-
trated in Table 1. Table 1 is a summary of Roe's oc-
cupational groups, emotional influence of child rearing
practices, and major orientation towards people.
According to Roe's model, several possible rela-
tionships exist between types of parent-child interaction
ASUMMARY
OF
ROE'S
OCCUPATIONAL
GROUPS,
EMOTIONAL
INFLUENCE
OF
CHILD
REARING
PRACTICES,
AND
MAJOR
ORIENTATION
TOWARDS
PEOPLE.
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and orientation with respect to persons. For example,
individuals who come from a warm, over-protected home
manifest needs that will be fulfilled in interaction
with people. Individuals who come from a cold, avoid-
ance, neglecting home manifest an orientation away
from people.
Thus, a person who came from the warm home as des-
cribed in Table 1 would fulfill his needs in the ser-
vice, business, organization, cultural and arts, and
entertainment group. The cold home oriented person
would manifest his needs in technology, outdoor, and
science occupational groups.
Although not displayed in Table 1, Roe's model
includes six levels of occupations within each of the
groups. They are professional and managerial 1; pro-
fessional and managerial 2; semiprofessional; small
business; skilled; semiskilled; and unskilled. The
level selected within any given occupational area
is influenced by the intensity of a person's "needs".
The occupational levels that each would fit into
would depend upon factors that the individual would
have no control of (sex), on factors that s/he may or
may not have control of , and factors that indicate
the uniqueness of the individual (physical and intel-
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lectual attributes, temperament, interests, values,
education, and specific skills).
In Roe's most recent comments, there appears a
series of statements which summarize her research and
which have a bearing on the relationship of family
multi-generational vocational history and its relation-
ship to the occupational-personality profile of twelfth
grade students.
1. The life story of any man and many women,
written in terras of or around the occupational
history, can give the essence of the person
more fully than can any other approach.
2. Situations relevant to this history begin
with the birth of the individual into a
particular family at a particular place and
time, and continue throughout his (her) life.
3. There may be differences in the relative
weights carried by different factors, but the
processes of vocational decision and behavior
do not differ in essence from any others.
4. The extent to which vocational decisions and
behaviors are under the voluntary control of
the individual is variable, but it could be
more than it sometimes seems to be. Deliberate
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considerations of the factors involved seems
to be rare
.
5. The occupational life affects all other as-
pects of the life pattern.
6. An appropriate and satisfying vocation can
be a bulwark against neurotic ills or a
refuge from them. An inappropriate or un-
satisfying vocation can be sharply deleterious.
7* Since the goodness of life in any social
group is compounded of and also determines
that of its individual members, the efforts
of any society to maintain stability and
at the same time advance in desired ways
can perhaps be more usefully directed toward
developing satisfying vocational situations
for its members than any other. But unless
the vocation is adequately integrated into
the total life pattern, it can not help much.
8. There is no single specific occupational slot
which is a one-and-only perfect one for any
individual. Conversely, there is no single
person who is the only one for a particular
occupational slot. Within any occupation,
there is a considerable range of variables
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specifying the requirements.
Roe's proposal has generated considerable research,
only a small part of which has shown support for her
position. Roe's data lack the longitudinal base that
traces a person from childhood to maturity. Her pro-
posals are generalizations and thus become vague and
ambiguous. Parental behavior is inconsistent not
only between parents, but in one parent. Finally,
her theory fails to recognize the external familial
influences
.
Anne Roe maintained that parent-child interactions
are the crucial variable in the development of per-
sonality traits which influence later vocational be-
havior. Holland's career typology theory of vocational
behavior represents an extension of the linkage be-
tween personality and occupational behavioral styles.
John L. Holland . Holland's innovation is the
notion that people project their views of themselves
and the world of work into occupational titles. By
allowing individuals to express their preference for,
or feelings against, a particular list of occupational
titles, Holland assigned people to modal personal styles
which have theoretical implications for personality and
vocational choice. Holland proposed that a finite
number of work environments exist within the American
30
society. These environments are the realistic (far-
mer, truck driver), the investigative (chemist, biolo-
gist), the social (social worker, teacher), the con-
ventional (bookkeeper, bank teller), the enterprising
(salesperson, politician), and the artistic (musician,
artist ) .
Basically, Holland assumes that at the time a
person chooses his vocation, he is a product of his
heredity and environment. This environment includes
those cultural and personal interactions around par-
ents, significant adults, peers, social class, Ameri-
can culture, and physical environment. Out of this
experience, the person develops a hierarchy of pre-
ferred methods of dealing with environmental tasks.
In the act of selecting a vocational choice, the
individual in a sense "searches” for situations
(occupational environments) which satisfy his hier-
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archy of personality orientations. Table 2 is a
summary of Holland's personality types and environ-
mental models.
This study focuses particularly on family multi-
generational vocational history and its relationship
to the occupational-personality profile of twelfth
grade students. Since John Holland's theory is central
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to this research, a note on the parental influences
on personality orientation as Holland sees them is
important
,
To expand Roe’s work and in some aspects to
parallel her, Holland investigated the parental in-
fluences of mothers and fathers in two different
ways. Using a parental attitude instrument, and ad-
ministering it to mothers of the National Merit sample
of 1959
,
Holland found that student occupational per-
sonal orientations were related to their mother’s
attitudes of intrusiveness, equalitarianism
,
martyrdom,
and authoritarianism. For example, students in the
conventional mode had mothers possessing the most
authoritarian attitudes, followed in order by those
students in the Enterprising,. Realistic, Artistic,
42
Social, and Investigative.
Holland’s approach to fathers was somewhat dif-
ferent. Thsy were asked to rank nine goals they held
for their children. These results indicated that
fathers of sons in the Realistic category valued
ambition in their sons and hoped their income would
be considerable. Fathers of boys in the Investigative
group valued curiosity; those of Social boys valued
self-control; those of Conventional boys hoped their
33
sons would be "happy and well adjusted"; those of
Enterprising boys wished happiness, adjustment, and
popularity; and fathers of sons in the Artistic cat-
egory valued curiosity and independence. Findings
for girls were in the same general direction.
Holland compared the high point code of students
with that of their father’s occupation, parents’ ed-
ucation (years), student birth order, and number of
children in the family. Only the category of the
father’s occupation and category of the son’s high
A A
point code were significantly related. Although
this relationship proved interesting, it needs,
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according to Osipow a rigorous test predictive in
design. The innovativeness of the Holland variables
lies in the direct connection he makes with vocational
choice
.
Where Roe was inconsistent in responding to the
effects of parental influences, Holland reported that
parents who hold consistently democratic ideas toward
their children tend to produce sons who are likely
to choose scientific careers, while parents consis-
tently holding authoritarian attitudes and values are
likely to produce sons selecting Realistic careers.
Given a student's high point code, Osipow notes
of Holland's theory, an investigator stands a good
chance of predicting the student's vocational choice,
some of his personal characteristics, the stability
of his vocational choice, and some information about
his parents' values and attitudes. He also has a good
basis for drawing inferences about the student's
Zi?
motives.
Although the data strongly indicate that per-
sonal orientations are related to family patterns,
this seems to be true of sons and not so much of
daughters. Holland himself notes this shortcoming in
connection with women in his work.
The data Holland has reported concerning the
familial characteristics of people holding the various
orientations are suggestive of causal factors, but
only very tenuous inferences can be drawn.
Roe's and Holland's work has included the impor-
tance of the family to personality and occupational
development. An aspect of this study is the clarifica-
tion of the fantasy-reality dilemma in job expectations.
Although fantasy activity has long been recognized as
a normal psychological process that individuals use
to deal with personality development. Roe's work does
not address this issue. Holland on the other hand
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had addressed this aspect of personal development and
in fact has recently strengthened it.^^
Actable and Fantasy Contingencies in Job Expectations.
Ihe issue of a differentiation between career expecta-
tion and career fantasy has generated much research
and controversy. Generally, these studies conclude
that vocational counseling becomes most effective when
counselors can differentiate between the two and guide
such fantasy in relationship to more recognized career-
C 1
counseling techniques.
Much of Roe’s and Holland's work speaks to merging
of personality type and occupational environment.
Holland and others have noted the importance of fantasy
activity to these psychological processes. A sociologi-
cal point of view adds to these relationships. It is
in this discipline that the observations of the work
and family life relationship seem to offer added
empirical substance to the notion that a family multi-
generational vocational history is related to the
actable and fantasy occupational-personality profile
of its siblings.
Part II Review
Family Stability and Occupational Success— A Sociq-
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Point of View
. In order to place this section
of the review in a conceptual framework, it begins with
a consideration of the family development life cycle.
This family cycle includes the courtship, early marriage,
childbirth, young children, middle marriage, and re-
tirement stages. Various sociological points of view
surrounding work and family well-being will be inter-
faced with these stages, to show that there are relation-
ships between successful family life and successful
work life. When these successful relationships are
traced through the marital stages, they contribute to
the occupational-personality profiles of offspring.
Courtship Stage . The building of an egalitarian
relationship that produces a successful family life
and work life begins in the courtship stage. Engage-
ments are consciously considered, freely entered, and
freely terminated if increased familiarity decreases
rather than increases intimacy and commitment to choice.
Individual motivations for dating are affected by fam-
ily societal background, personal choice, and desired
52
outcome of the dating process. Dual career and
economic planning are important new components that
increase realistic expectations of marriage and thereby
establish more satisfying relationships.
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Significant changes in the courtship stage have
disrupted the old pattern in which young people com-
plete school, get a good job, and then get married and
have children. Marriage and parenthood in many cases
come before the completion of schooling and the estab-
lishment of a good job. An important reason for such
a trend lies in the fact that during the same decade
in which the average age of physical sexual maturation
has dropped, the average amount of education which
young people obtain has been increased.
Many of the socio-psychological studies address
the building of the egalitarian relationship in terms
of middle class populations. Implicit in much of this
literature are the successful role models that middle
class men and women have. Liebow reminds us of the
other world when he notes the characteristic of the
courtship stage of the Negro street corner man. ’’Armed
with models who have failed, convinced of his own
worthlessness, illiterate and unskilled, he enters
marriage and the job market with the smell of failure
all around him".^^ In any case, the courtship stage
ends with marriage or in cohabitation.
Early Marriage Stage . Today’s young people are
caught in the reality of dual career preparation as a
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means of economic survival. Women are increasingly
expected to assume a major bread winner role early in
the family formation, in most instances to support
their husbands or cohabitors while they complete
schooling or career placement and also as a measure
of security in the event of possible family breakup.
The stage is set for the egalitarian relationship
between husband and wife during this stage and while
the wife is an economic contributor. Thus, this rela-
tionship has as its base mutual family-work issues.
A reason for smoothness in the early marriage transition
stage can be traced to decisions not to have children.
Contraceptive technology has provided many young
couples with this alternative.
Although decisions not to have children result
in smoothness, sociologists and family counselors
have noted that a transition point which causes up-
heaval in the marital relationship is the announcement
55
of pregnancy.
Childbirth Stage . Transition to parenthood studies
have shown the critical impact for men to be the announce-
ment of pregnancy and for women the post birth months.
Men impacted earlier because there was a drop in house-
hold income and an anticipation of a sharp increase
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in expenditures. During the pregnancy, men either
changed jobs or took on a second or third moonlighting
job. For the women, the difficult period was learn-
ing to care for an infant, with little social support
in their environment unless they grew up in the local
area. Most importantly, women impacted during post
childbirth because there was no opportunity to share
the parenting in light of the husband's greatly ex-
panded number of hours at work. It would appear from
this study that a smooth transition to parenthood is
essential at such a critical junction in young couples'
family and work lives.
If family stability and occupational success are
to have an impact on the career decision of youth
later on, then family instability and lack of occupation-
al success will also impact on children. It appears
that an orderly family life and career life need be-
ginnings that are substantive.
Early Childhood and Middle Marriage Years . Much
of the career education literature calls for occupational
awareness and self-concept building during the early
childhood age. Family systems whose life work tran-
sitions from courtship, early marriage, and childbirth
are not smooth, have laid the foundation in the rearing
^0
of their children for limited occupational awareness
and negative self-concept building. As the family
system is passing through the early childhood and
middle years, the structure and organization of work
life shape and influence family life.
In a review of literature, Kanter^® has listed
several aspects of the structure and organization of
work life that influence family life. They are absorp-
tion, time and timing, rewards and resources, occupation-
al cultures and work views, and emotional climate.
Absorption means the occupational pursuits that not
only demand the maximum commitment of the worker and
define the context for family life, but also implicate
other family members and command their direct partici-
pation in the work system in either its formal or
informal aspects. The amount of time demanded by
occupations and the timing of occupational events are
among the most obvious and important ways of how oc-
cupational life affects family life. Family life is
built around work schedules regarding how many hours
are worked and when the hours are worked. The relative
possession of resources and economic rewards can de-
termine (a) the family's general level of tension or
integration and (b) relative power of the family members.
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Occupations not only generate their own cultures
and thus views of appropriate lifestyles, they also
generate a characteristic outlook on the world because
of the conditions in which they occur. Peoples’ work
provides an occupational sub-culture and an occupation-
al identity that becomes part of their personalities.
Parents take their cues for desirable behavior and
styles of interaction from what they see as necessary
for success in their own work milieux and then they
translate learned-on-the-job modes of relating to
their children. A person’s work and relative place-
ment in an organization can arouse a set of emotions
that are brought home and affect the tenor and dynamics
of family life. Studies demonstrate that unpleasant,
dissatisfaction-producing jobs are related to family
tension. Presumably, happier families result when
people feel good about themselves in connection with
what they do at work and when they have fewer gripes
to bring home.
If we place these aspects of structure and organi-
zation of work life that shape family living in the
time frame of early childhood and middle marriage,
and consider the mission of career education, then the
sociological points of view expressed here do support
the premise that family stability relates to occupation-
al success. Implicit in that premise and innate in
family systems is the ideal that family systems need
to propogate themselves and do so by an occupational-
personality profile heritage. In. America you are what
59you do. In America, it is what the family members
historically have done that will influence them in
the future and impacts upon them in the present. The
notion that a family’s vocational history relates to
the career decisions of its youths can be found in
sociological kinship and occupational mobility studies.
Kinship and Occupational Mobility— A Clue to Kinship
Influence in Career Decisions of Youth in Transition .
Social class, kinship, and occupational mobility are
related. Social class membership both influences and
is influenced by occupational membership. This review
identifies those relationships between family and non-
family multi-generational vocational histories and
occupational -social class memberships.
Hollingshead ' s study of Elmtown Youth in 19^9,
and then again in 1975, is a poignant investigation
of the interplay of social class, kinship, and occupa-
tional mobility. When queried about their career goals,
class adolescents aspired to professional orupper
business careers and lower class youth to service
trades. This class pattern had prevailed intergenera-
tionally over time. In 1975, Hollingshead revisited
Elmtown to find "that in spite of three wars, pro-
longed prosperity, and increasing industrialization,
the status structure of Elmtown has been highly resis-
tant to change.
Studies have revealed a vast amount of material
on the isolated nuclear, extended, modified-extended
,
and dissolving family types of kinship structure and
their relationship to occupational mobility and tra-
dition. The extent that the multi-generational vo-
cational history of kin relates to the career decisions
of students depends upon kinship supports for occupa-
tional mobility. Litwak has noted that a modified
extended family structure is a kinship structure that
can best tolerate differential occupational mobility
in an industrial society.
According to Hollingshead and Litwak, clues to
kinship influence on careers of youth lie in kinship
rigidity on the one hand and kinship supports on the
other. Other studies have shown that orderly career
patterns and social origins do provide intergenera-
tional aspects of social mobility which in turn affect
career decisions. ^ There have been numerous studies
which basically maintain that sons do follow in their
fathers’ footsteps, ^ but few in grandfathers' foot-
steps. However, one study has noted that knowledge
of grandfather’s occupation or a way in which he
earned a living is both a core identifying feature
and a determinant of a way of life.^^
Although kinship and occupational mobility studies
do not indicate the influence that grandparents have
on career decision-making of youth, other studies have
reported grandparent planning and decision-making pat-
terns. Morgan has indicated that age and jointness
of decision play a key role in the number of changes
made around marriage, jobs, residence, and spouse vo-
V • 65cations
.
Hill’s in tergenerational study of 312 intact fam-
ilies provides another view as to how total family kin
networks influence youth occupationally through a fam-
ily life cycle decision-making process pattern. Plan-
ning and decision-making patterns surrounding job
changes indicated that the married child generation
(grandchild) did the most planning and were the most
active and the grandparent generation the least in
evaluating the outcomes of job decisions and actions.
There were no relationships reported between occupational
and value continuity and visiting kin. There were
transmissions by sex lineage of males in their oc-
cupational and vocational goals and by females in their
religious and expressive attitudes.
It would appear from this review section that
kinship and occupational mobility do offer clues to
kinship influence in the career decision of youth.
Hollingshead had told of the rigidity of social class.
Litwak had noted the benefits of the kinship support
structure of the modified extended family. Bendix et al
has stated that manual workers enter the labor force
and presumably are influenced by their manual fathers.
Wilenski would have students influenced by orderly
career histories and Croog and New by knowledge of what
grandfathers did for a living. Morgan would have us
think that all of these mobility changes could not be
done separately, that they are part of a jointness of
decisions that seem to be characteristic of family
systems. Finally, Hill tells us that males are oc-
cupationally influenced by their kin, but females are
not. Although kinship and occupational mobility lit-
erature do offer clues to family influence in the
career decisions of youth, an examination of the role
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of the modern family as occupational decision-maker
is necessary
.
The Family*s Role as Occupational Decision-Maker.
Viewed historically
,
the family as a societal institu-
tion with responsibility for providing self
—survival
functions has relinquished those functions to others.
Food gathering, protection, religious activities, ed-
ucational assistance and occupational decision-making
for their youth have been taken over by business and
industrial work settings, governmental agencies, or-
ganized religions, schools, and colleges. The result
is that the family's role as occupational decision-
maker has gone the way of the other functions. How-
ever, previous studies indicate strong familial input
in occupational influencing and in related job search
activities. This information is presented in Table 3.
Table 3 is a two dimensional rank order matrix
of which the horizontal axis represents career decision
influence and job search activity in the United States
and in selected countries for specific years. The
vertical axis of Table 3 represents the selected fam-
ily groups as defined in this study. This information
is a composite of the results of several studies. The
reader should refer to footnote 67 to determine the
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An examination of this table shows that the nuclear
family does influence the career decision and Job search
activity of youths in the United States and other coun-
tries. Nuclear and extended family members consistently
are within the top rankings. Time has not altered this
family influence.
Although these studies indicate strong familial
input into the influencing activities, there is un-
certainty as to who specifically influences youths
and how. Parents and relatives as influencing factors
are always clustered together. There is no description
as to how the influence is made and what the job search
assistance given entails. Also, these studies point
to the fact that schools and fami lies are not coordinated
in their efforts to assist students in career decision-
making or job searching.
Interestingly, a 1976 National Gallup Poll of
the public's attitudes toward the public school in-
dicated that virtually all parents polled freely ad-
mitted that they needed help in dealing with their
children's problems. Specifically, these parents
would like to have local schools offer help and guidance
in creating strategies for setting high achievement
a
goals, developing good work habits, and choosing
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career
.
Part III Review
Vocational Preference Inventories . Five of the most
widely used vocational interest inventories are pre-
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sented in Section I. Each of these theoretically
matches personality with occupational environment.
Table 4 is a two dimensional matrix of these inven-
tories. The horizontal axis includes the clientele,
yield, data base (reliability and validity), and re-
commended use of each instrument. The vertical axis
includes the test instruments. This table is not an
indepth comparative analysis. The purpose of this
section is to provide vocational preference inventories
a place in personality theory and give the reader a
sense of awareness of the kinds of instruments and
their relative effectiveness and, in some, ineffective-
ness .
The clientele for these instruments remains con-
sistent with the exception of the Strong-Campbell
Interest Inventory (SCII). Trends in self-adminis tra-
tion, self-scoring and interpretation are evidenced
by these tests. Holland's Self-Direc ted Search (SDS)
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is most noted for this quality.
The most comprehensive score yields come from the
sen. Each test is organized around its designers'
theory of career development. The SCII has incorporated
Holland's general themes, thus adding to one's confi-
dence in his ideas.
Data base (validity and reliability) scores are
illuminating in that two of these widely commercialized
tests do not have substantial normative data and one
has only a moderate amount. The recommendations to
use certain tests stem from the normative data.
Anne Anastasia provides a narrative on the place
of occupational interests and personality theory.
She states that:
The measurement of interests began as a
relatively narrow and specialized develop-
ment in the study of personality. Early
interest inventories were oriented chiefly
towards the prediction of the individual's
eventual acceptance or rejection of parti-
cular job functions. From these modest
beginnings, interest tests have gradually
come to play a significant role in the
formulation of personality theory...
Factorial analysis of interest items first
suggested the interconnections of interests
with other important dimensions of person-
ality... Scores on interest inventories,
such as Strong and Kuder, have been in-
cluded in correlational or 'factor analytic
studies with other self-report inventories...
Studies have found broad emotional and
attitudinal variables, on the one hand.
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and occupational interests on the other...
Comparative investigations of several be-
haviorally defined groups have likewise
revealed significant correspondences between
vocational interests and other aspects of
personality... It is widely recognized that
the choice of an occupation often reflects
the individual's basic emotional needs and
that occupational adjustment is a major
aspect of general life adjustment... When
he chooses a vocation, each individual
is to some extent selecting those adjust-
ment techniques, life patterns, and roles
most congenial to himself. The measurement
of vocational interests--and more specifically
the identification of those occupational
groups whose interests and attitudes the
individual share most closely--thus becomes
a focal point in the understanding of dif-
ferent personalities
.
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Occupational Influence Questionnaire (OIQ)--A Modifica-
tion of a Family Vocational Guidance and Counseling
Assessment Tool . The researcher has developed the OIQ
in a modification of a structured family interview
technique called the Family Vocational Genogram (FVG).
The OIQ is devised to obtain from a large sample the
critical types of information generated from a structur-
ed family genogram.
The FVG is a structured interview technique that
explores the vocational history of a family through
three generations. The instrument provides in-depth
analysis of families in the areas of certain demographic
and occupational issues. The FVG explores sensitive
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family areas such as difficult familial issues and
cutoffs. The instrument also provides insights into
family decision-making, community supports, and leisure
time activities.
Historically, the concept of the genogram comes
from a socio-anthropological geneology technique.
Geneology studies are kinship-network studies. Henry
Morgan's work with the Iroquois Indians is perhaps
the most professionally scientific geneology study.
The genogram was introduced as a family counseling
72assessment tool out of the works of Bowen. Utiliz-
ing and adapting the social-anthropological geneology
technique, Bowen studied the family histories of hos-
pitalized schizophrenics. The result of multi-gen-
erational family interactional patterns of paradoxical
child upbringing was schizophrenic behavior in members
of these families.
David Kantor's work on open, closed, and random
family systems*^^ has added a new dimension to the value
of history taking of family systems. Families who are
open display characteristics of interactional freedom
where change is viewed as non-threatening and decisions
are usually by consensus. Closed families are character-
ized by fear and caution in their interactional proc-
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esses and change is viewed as a threat to the status
quo; decisions are almost always autocratic in nature.
Random systems display characteristics of both. Know-
ledge of the multi-generational histories of newly
married couples is useful to a therapist in that he
can bring the couples to negotiating these differences
as they relate to their families of origin.
Other therapists have utilized the genogram as
an initial family evaluation tool and have noted the
success of their genogram adaptation. These authors
favor the genogram as a family assessment tool that
should be used during an initial interview. The
therapist’s major job at this time is to elicit and
organize the facts and characteristics of the family,
and dissect the emotional process in a way that pin-
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points the trouble spots in the relationship system.
Family background questions are asked and the
structure of the genogram is used to spell out the
physical and emotional boundaries, the characteristics
of the membership, the modal events, toxic issues,
emotional cutoffs, the general openness/closedness
index, and the multiplicity or paucity of available
relationship options.
This researcher has developed and field-tested
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the Family Vocational Genograra (FVG). The Occupational
Influence Questionnaire (OIQ) is an adaptive develop-
ment of the FVG created by this researcher.
This review supports the notion that there are
relationships between family life and work life. How-
ever, the extent to which these family/work life re-
lationships affect career decisions of twelfth grade
students was not found in the extant literature. This
study investigates family/work relations with that
specific focus.
CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
A description of the research methodology and the
research variables is presented in Chapter III. This
chapter also describes the process that was used in de-
veloping the Occupational Influence Questionnaire (OIQ)
and the procedure followed in the selection of student
subjects. Finally, a description of the procedures
used in administering, collecting, recording, process-
ing, and analyzing the data generated by the OIQ are
provided
.
Description of the Research Methodology . This research
is basically a descriptive study which documents the re-
lationships between a family’s multi-generational vo-
cational history and the occupational-personality profile
of its twelfth grade students. An occupational influence
questionnaire (OIQ) was developed and administered to
a sample of senior students.
The data were analyzed with frequency counts and
cross-tabulation (contingency tables). Significant
relationships between variables of interest were de-
termined by using chi-square analyses.
Research Variables
.
This study centered on the fol-
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lowing variables:
Student High Point Code --Actable
. Students were
asked to indicate what kind of job they expected to
get upon graduation. This information was coded by
occupational titles. These occupational titles were
converted to the six Holland occupational-personality
profile codes. This variable was labeled Student High
Point Code--Actable (SHPC-A).
Student High Point Code --Fantasy . Students were
asked to indicate what kind of job they would really
like to get upon graduation. This information was
coded by occupational title. These occupational titles
were converted to the six Holland occupational-person-
ality profile codes. This variable was labeled Student
High Point Code--Fanta3y (SHPC-F).
Nuclear Family Employment History . Students were
asked to identify the employment history of their nuclear
family (parents, brothers, and sisters). Specificity
in the naming of occupational titles was requested by
the researcher. These occupational titles were converted
to the six Holland occupational-personality profile
codes. Specifically these variables are as follows:
Father’s High Point Code, Mother's High Point Code,
Brother's High Point Code One, Brother's High Point Code
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Two, Brother’s High Point Code Three, Sister's High
Point Code One, Sister's High Point Code Two, Sister's
High Point Code Three.
Extended Family Employment History
. Students were
asked to identify the employment history of selected
family members (grandparents). Specificity in the
naming of occupational titles was requested by the re-
searcher. These occupational titles were converted to
the six Holland occupational-personality profile codes.
Specifically, these variables are as follows: Father's
Father High Point Code, Father's Mother High Point Code,
Mother's Father High Point Code, Mother's Mother High
Point Code.
Nuclear Family Contact . Students were asked to
indicate the approximate number of daily , weekly
,
monthly, yearly, or no-contacts they had with each of
the nuclear family members. The variables used were
identified as follows: Father Contact, Mother Contact,
Brother One Contact, Brother Two Contact, Brother Three
Contact, Sister One Contact, Sister Two Contact, Sister
Three Contact.
Extended Family Contact . Students were asked to
indicate the approximate number of daily, weekly,
monthly, yearly, or no-contacts they had with each
of
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the extended family members. These specific variables
were as follows: Father's Father Contact, Father's
Mother Contact, Mother's Father Contact, Mother's
Mother Contact.
Nuclear Family Value . Students were asked to indi-
cate the degree of value that the nuclear family contacts
had in helping them make decisions about jobs and careers.
A Likert-type scale which included very much, much, neu-
tral, little, and very little selections was used. These
specific variables were as follows: Father Value,
Mother Value, Brother One Value, Brother Two Value,
Brother Three Value, Sister One Value, Sister Two Value,
Sister Three Value.
Extended Family Value . Students were asked to
indicate the degree of value that the extended family
contacts had in helping them make decisions about jobs
and careers. A Likert-type scale which included very
much, much, neutral, little, and very little selections
was utilized. These specific variables were as follows:
Father's Father Value, Father's Mother Value, Mother's
Father Value, Mother's Mother Value.
Number of Family Occupations Known . Students
were asked to respond to nuclear and selected extended
family member employment histories. The researcher
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computed the number of family member occupations known
by each student.
Selected Background Characteristics
. Students
were asked to respond to selected demographic variables
that included the following: age, sex, birth order,
level of father’s and mother's schooling, family income,
length of residence, grade point average, and family
type
.
Development of the Occupational Influence Questionnaire .
The study design required the development of the Oc-
cupational Influence Questionnaire (OIQ). An example
of this questionnaire appears in Appendix A. The OIQ
is a twelve-item questionnaire that seeks out the actable
and fantasy job expectations of students. It yields
relevant data on nuclear and extended family occupational
knowledge. The OIQ explores the number of daily, weekly,
monthly, and yearly contacts and the degree to which
these contacts are valued by students in terms of their
jobs and career decisions. Finally, the OIQ seeks out
pertinent demographic data.
The OIQ has been developed in a modification of a
structured family vocational counseling interview tech-
nique called the Family Vocational Genogram (FVG). The
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FVG was adapted by this researcher from a family coun-
seling assessment tool called the genogram. Genograms
or family trees are adaptations of socio-anthropological
genealogy techniques. The OIQ was devised to obtain
from large samples the critical types of information
generated from a structured, time consuming family
vocational genogram.
Pilot Study . The OIQ was given as a pilot test
to fifteen students. The purpose of the pilot study
was to determine student response patterns to the
questionnaire items. When the pilot study data were
analyzed it was found by the computer' consultant and
researcher that utilization of the Holland "three high
point” occupational-personality profile code would
result in unmanageable data. Thus, the Holland "single
high point" occupational-personality profile code was
decided upon. The researcher interviewed the students
regarding questionnaire comprehension and ease of re-
sponse. The questionnaire format was revised for
easier reading and responding based on these inter-
viewee responses. Finally, refinements were made on
the OIQ by the researcher in consultation with the
Dissertation Chairperson.
Selection of Subjects. A sample of 174 high school
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seniors, seventy-four males and ninety-eight females,
participated in this study. These subjects ranged in
age from seventeen to nineteen years. These subjects
volunteered for the study and represented 57 per cent
of the seniors in the school.
The high school is a comprehensive junior-senior
high school and an area vocational technical facility.
It is located in the southern part of Rhode Island. Geo-
graphically, it services the largest school district in
the state.
The senior class was chosen because its members
will be in a vocational and/or educational setting in
the immediate future. The English classes were selected
because they are the only classes that include all the
seniors. Every senior was provided with an opportunity
to participate .
Parental consent forms (Appendix B), which were
a prerequisite to participation in the study, were
given to 304 senior English students. These students
were instructed to return the parental consent forms to
their English teacher. The students were made aware
that their participation was voluntary. There were 174
parental consent forms returned. The researcher coded
all returned forms by name, English teacher, class
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period
,
and room number
.
Procedure
. Permission to conduct all phases of the study
was sought from the School Committee and Superinten-
dent of Schools. Prior to the administration, all
senior English teachers were given the coded question-
naires and a test instrument to review. The researcher
reviewed the nature of the study and the content of the
instrument with the teachers. At that meeting, the
English teachers agreed to administer the instrument
on Thursday or Friday, 8 or 9 February 1979, whichever
date best suited their class plans.
Data Collection and Recording . One hundred seventy-
four questionnaires were returned to the researcher and
172 questionnaires were acceptable as valid cases. Two
cases were invalid because they were returned blank.
Following administration of the instrument a thank-you
note was sent to each English teacher and to each class.
The Occupational Influence Questionnaire was de-
signed so that students would circle the appropriate
items that reflected their demographic profiles
(Appendix A). Space was provided on the questionnaire
for students to write descriptions of their actable
and fantasy career expectations. Space was also pro-
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vided for students to write in the job titles of the
selected family members. A Likert-type scale was used
so that students would circle the number and value
of contacts they had with each family member. These
questionnaire responses were coded on computer sheets
and those codes were transferred to computer cards by
keypunching. The coded sheets and computer cards were
verified for accuracy by the University of Rhode Island
computer research center.
Data Processing and Analyses . Consultations with the
University of Massachusetts computer specialists re-
sulted in the selection of the Statistical Package for
the Social Sciences (SPSS) data processing plan. Re-
sponses to all questionnaire items were analyzed in
terms of frequency counts and cross-tabulations (con-
tingency tables). A chi-square test of independence
was conducted to determine whether a relationship ex-
isted among the students’ high point codes (actable
and fantasy) and each of the following groups of var-
iables: (1) employment history converted to occupa-
tional high point codes of selected nuclear and extended
family members, (2) the number of family contacts,
(3) how much students value these contacts in helping
them to make career decisions, (4) the number of fam-
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ily occupations known, (5) selected background charac-
teristics and (6) observed frequency of coincidence
of actable and fantasy occupational-personality profiles.
Levels of significance that ranged from .10 to .001
were utilized in the analyses.
CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS OF THE RESEARCH
The findings of the research are reported in fre-
quency counts and contingency tables with the chi-
square test for independence. These data are reported
in the following manner:
Manner of Reporting .
1. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the employment histories of the
nuclear families controlled for the sex var-
iable .
2. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the employment histories of the
extended families controlled for the sex var-
iable .
3. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the employment histories of the
nuclear and of the extended families con-
trolled for the sex variable.
A. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
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tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the employment histories of
the nuclear families controlled for the
sex variable.
5. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the employment histories of
the extended families controlled for the
sex variable.
6. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the employment histories of the
nuclear and of the extended families con-
trolled for the sex variable.
7. The relationship between the number of con-
tacts students have with selected family
members and how much students value these
contacts in their post graduate career
decision-making
.
8. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the number of family occupations
known
.
Q. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
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tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade
students and the number of family occupa-
tions known.
10. The set of family background characteristics
associated with twelfth grade students.
11. The relationship between student high point
code actable and fantasy job expectations.
Data Reported .
1. Relationship between the actable occupational-
personality profiles of twelfth grade students and the
employment histories of the nuclear families controlled
for the sex variable.
Students’ actable occupational expectations were
converted to the Holland occupational-personality pro-
file codes. The employment histories of the nuclear
family members were converted to the same code. The
relation of the students’ actable codes to the codes
of nuclear family members were controlled for the sex
variable of the students and was tested in a series of
contingency tables.
The employment histories of fathers when converted
to occupational-personality profile codes were found
to be related to the actable occupational expectations
of twelfth grade male students when their expectations
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were converted to the same occupational-personality
profile codes (X^ 52.4394, (30), p .0068). No sig-
i^i^icant relationship between daughters’ actable job
expectations and fathers’ employment histories could
be determined. No relationship between either sons
or daughters and their mothers’ employment histories
could be determined.
Analyses were conducted on the relationship be-
tween students’ actable job expectations and the em-
ployment histories of siblings. No statistically sig-
nificant relation could be determined. The normative
base of 174 may have been insufficient to warrant
this analysis.
2. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and the employment histories of the extended families
controlled for the sex variable.
Students actable occupational expectations were
converted to the Holland occupational-personality pro-
file codes. The employment histories of selected ex-
tended family members were converted to the same codes.
The relation of the students’ actable codes to the codes
of extended family members was controlled for the sex
variable of the students and was tested in a series of
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contingency tables. The results of these tests are
shown in Table 5. ' Displayed in Table 5 are the degrees
of freedom, chi-square value, and significance level
for each significant relation.
TABLE 5
RELATION BETWEEN STUDENT ACTABLE OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILES AND THE EMPLOYMENT HISTORIES OF SELECTED
EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS CONTROLLED FOR SEX.
EXTENDED FAMILY
EMPLOYMENT HISTORY MALE STUDENTS FEMALE STUDENTS
df x2 P df x2 P
Father * s Father 30 39.58 ns 30 53.43 .0053
Father '
s
Mother 18 13.10 ns 30 31.79 ns
Mother ' Father 30 56.16 .0026 36 56.60 .0157
Mother ’ Mother 24 13.28 ns 30 36.69 ns
No dependency was indicated when students* high
point codes actable and fathers* father*s high point
code was controlled for males, yet when this relation-
ship was controlled for females, there resulted a
significant relationship (Table 5). Thus, daughters
and not sons were influenced by their paternal fathers*
employment histories.
When students' high point code actable and fathers'
mothers' employment hiatories were controlled for
sex,
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neither males nor females showed a relationship to
their grandmothers’ employment histories (Table 5).
Relationships were found between student actable
profiles and mothers’ fathers in both male and female
students (Table 5). However, no relation was evidenced
between student actable profiles and mothers’ mothers’
employment histories and either sex. According to
these findings, mothers' fathers’ and not mothers'
mothers’ employment histories affect the actable oc-
cupational-personality profiles of both the young men
and women who comprised this study.
3. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and the employment histories of the nuclear families
and the employment histories of the extended families
controlled for the sex variable.
In order to test the extent of the intergenerational
transmission of occupational-personality profiles, the
following analyses were conducted.
Students actable occupational-personality profiles
were converted to the Holland code. The employment his-
tories of the nuclear and extended family members were
converted to the same code. These variables were con-
trolled for the sex of the students and were tested for
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independence in a series of cross-tabula tions
. Fig-
ures 1,2, and 3 show the results of the tests. These
figures are abbreviated genograms
. Squares indicate
male actors and triangles indicate female actors.
Horizontal lines represent the marital connection
and vertical lines the offspring transmissions.
FIGURE 1
FAMILY MULTI-GENERATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILE TRANSMISSIONS OF THE REALISTIC FAMILY.
FFHPC FMHPC MFHPC , MMHPC
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FIGURE 2
FAMILY MULTI-GENERATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILE TRANSMISSIONS OF THE SOCIAL FAMILY.
FIGURE 3
FAMILY MULTI-GENERATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILE TRANSMISSIONS OF THE ENTERPRISING FAMILY.
df
P
19 . 1904
12
.0840 AEnterprising
7 ^
In 1 6 rgen 6 ra t i ona, 1 occupational
— personal! ty profiles
were evidenced in at least three of Holland's six per-
sonality types. Sons whose actable job expectations
resulted in Realistic occupational-personality profiles
had fathers and fathers' fathers who had the same Real-
istic profiles (Figure 1). Sons whose actable job
expectations resulted in Social profiles had fathers
and fathers’ mothers who had the same Social profiles
(Figure 2). Daughters whose actable job expectations
resulted in Enterprising occupational-personality pro-
files had mothers and mothers' fathers who had the
same Enterprising profile (Figure 3). According to
the findings of the study there is evidence that a
family multi-generational vocational history does
relate to the actable occupational-personality profile
of twelfth grade students.
A. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and the employment histories of the nuclear families
controlled for the sex variable.
Students' fantasy desires and daydreams were con-
verted to the Holland code. The employment histories
of the nuclear families were converted to the same code.
The relation of the students' fantasy codes to the codes
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of nuclear family members was controlled for the sex
variable of the students and was tested in a series of
contingency tables. Table 6 shows the results of these
tests.
Displayed in Table 6 are the degrees of freedon,
chi-square value, and significance level for esch sig-
nificant relation.
TABLE 6
RELATION BETWEEN THE FANTASY OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILES OF TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS AND THE EMPLOYMENT
HISTORIES OF NUCLEAR FAMILIES CONTROLLED FOR SEX.
NUCLEAR FAMILY MALE STUDENTS FEMALE STUDENTS
df X2 P df ^ P
Father 30 44.2905 . 0449 36 34.15 ns
Mother 36 40.5186 ns 24 32.05 ns
The employment histories of fathers when converted
to occupational-personality profile codes were found
to be related to the fantasy occupational desires of
twelfth grade students when their fantasy desires were
converted to the same profile codes (Table 6).. No
significant relationship between daughters’ fantasy
desires and fathers’ employment histories could be
determined. No relationship between either sons’ or
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daughters’ fantasy desires and their mothers' employ-
ment histories could be determined.
Analysis was made of the relationship between
students' fantasy desires and the employment histories
of siblings. No statistically significant relation
could be determined.
5. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and the employment histories of the extended families
controlled for the sex variable.
Students' fantasy desires and daydreams were con-
verted to the Holland code. The employment histories
of the extended families were converted to the same
code. The relation of the students' fantasy codes
to the codes of the nuclear family members was con-
trolled for the sex variable of the students and
was tested in a series of contingency tables. Table 7
shows the results of the tests. Displayed in Table 7
are the degrees of freedom, chi-square values, and
significance level for each significant relationship.
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TABLE 7
RELATION BETWEEN THE FANTASY OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILES OF TWELFTH GRADE STUDENTS AND THE EMPLOYMENT
HISTORIES OF EXTENDED FAMILY MEMBERS CONTROLLED FOR SEX.
EXTENDED FAMILY
HISTORY
df
MALE STUDENTS
df
FEMALE STUDENTS
X^
Father
'
s
father 13 3A.66 .OlOA 30 29.21 ns
Father ' mother 30 31.03 ns 30 29.68 ns
Mother '
a
father 30 31.80 ns 36 36 .OA ns
Mother's mother 2A 19.07 ns 30 6A .0232 .003
No dependency was indicated when students' high
point code actable and father's father high point code
was controlled for sex. Fathers' mothers' employment
history did relate to their sons' fantasy desires, but
not to daughters'. No dependency was found with regard
to mother's father and students fantasy desires. Daugh
ters' fantasy desires did relate to mothers' mothers'
employment histories.
6. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and the employment histories of the nuclear and of the
extended families controlled for the sex variable.
Students' fantasy desires and daydreams were con-
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verted to the Holland code. The employment histories
of the nuclear and extended family members were con-
verted to the same codes. These variables were con-
trolled for the sex of the students and were tested
for independence in a series of cross- tabula t ions
.
Figure 4 shows the result of the only significant
intergenerat ional transmission.
FIGURE 4
FAMILY MULTI-GENERATIONAL FANTASY OCCUPATIONAL-PERSONALITY
PROFILE TRANSMISSIONS OF THE REALISTIC FAMILY.
FFHPC FMHPC MFHPC MMHPC
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Sons, whose fantasy desires and daydreams resulted
in Realistic occupational-personality profiles, had
fathers and fathers' fathers who had Realistic pro-
files. This was the only intergenera tional trans-
mission of an occupational-personality fantasy profile
found in the study.
7 . The relation between the number of contacts
students have with selected family members and the value
these contacts have in their post graduate career
decision-making.
Students were asked to indicate the approximate
number of daily, weekly, monthly, yearly, or no con-
tacts they have with selected nuclear and extended
family members. Students were then asked to indicate
how valuable they thought these contacts were in help-
ing them make decisions about jobs and careers. The
degrees of value were set on a Likert-type scale and
included very much, much, neutral, little, and very
little. The relation between student contact and value
for each nuclear and extended family member of this
study was tested in a series of cross- tabulations . The
results of this analyses are displayed in Table 3.
Table 8 includes the nuclear and extended family
the number of contacts and the degree of valuegroups
,
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students perceive these contacts to have in helping
with the career decision-making process. This table
also shows statistical data which includes the normative
base, degrees of freedom, chi-square, and significance
level for each contact-value relationship. The contact-
value data in this table have been converted to percent-
ages and the statistical data are computed values. The
critical chi-square value for 16 degrees of freedom at
the p.OOl level is 39.252.
The findings reported in Table 8 indicate that
there are statistically significant relationships be-
tween student contact with selected family members and
how much students value that contact in terms of career
decision-making.
A large percentage of these students come in daily
contact with parents (90 per cent see fathers, 9^ per
cent see mothers) when the "very much” and "much” degrees
of value are added, 57 per cent of these students value
father's contact and 62 per cent value mother’s. About
20 per cent of these students are ambiguous or neutral
about the value parental contact has and approximately
another 20 per cent indicate little and very little
parental value. No significant relationship could be
determined between sibling contact and the value students
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perceive that sibling contact to have in terms of career
decisions
.
Relationships were found between extended family
contact and how much students valued that contact in
terms of career decisions. A majority of these students
indicated that they had no contact with grandfathers
(60 per cent do not see father's father and 53 per cent
do not see mother's father) and also indicated very
little value. More students came in contact with grand-
mothers, but a majority of these perceive this contact
to be of very little value in career decision-making.
A large percentage of students came in contact with
favorite uncles and aunts and many of these students
value that contact (19 per cent value uncles contact
"very much" and "much" and 23 per cent value aunts
contact "very much" and "much").
8. The relationship between the actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and the number of family occupations known.
The relation between students' actable occupational
personality profile and the number of selected family
members' occupations known was tested in a contingency
table. The results of this test had shown a relation-
the two (
(
96 ) = 121 . , P .04). The re-ship between
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searcher then computed the mean number of family occupa-
tions known by student profile. Table 9 represents the
relation and rank order between students’ actable occupa-
tional-personality profiles and the number of nuclear
and extended family occupations known.
TABLE 9
RELATION BETWEEN STUDENT ACTABLE JOB EXPECTATIONS AND THE
NUMBER OF NUCLEAR AND EXTENDED FAMILY OCCUPATIONS KNOWN.
STUDENT ACTABLE
JOB EXPECTATIONS
MEAN NUMBER
OCCUPATIONS
KNOWN
Investigative 9
Social 9
Conventional 8
Enterprising 8
Realistic 8
Undecided
Artistic 6
This study has found that student actable profile
codes do relate to the number of family occupations
known (P. .04). Investigative and Social students know
more occupations than Undecided and Artistic. Con-
ventional, Enterprising, and Realistic were found to
know about the same number of family occupations.
9. The relationship between the fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profiles of twelfth grade students
and number of family occupations known.
The relation between students' fantasy occupa-
tional-personality profile and the number of selected
family members occupations known was tested in a
contingency table. The results of this test had shown
2
a relationship between the two (x (102)=137.73, P .01).
The researcher then computed the mean number of family
occupations known by student profile. Table 10 repre-
sents the relation and rank order between students'
fantasy career profiles and the number of nuclear and
extended family occupations known.
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TABLE 10
RELATION BETWEEN FANTASY CAREER PROFILES AND THE NUMBEROF NUCLEAR AND EXTENDED FAMILY OCCUPATIONS KNOWN.
STUDENT FANTASY
DESIRES
MEAN NUMBER
OCCUPATIONS
KNOWN
Conventional 10
Investigative 9
Enterprising 9
Artistic 8
Social 8
Undecided 5
Realistic 5
X^(102)=137.72,
p.0094
This study has found that student fantasy career
profile codes do relate to the number of family occupa-
tions known {P=.01). Conventional and Investigative
oriented students know more occupations than Undecided
and Realistic oriented students. Enterprising, Artistic,
and Social students were found to know about the same
number of relative occupations.
10. The identification of the set of family back-
ground characteristics associated with twelfth grade
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students' actable and fantasy occupational-personality
profiles .
Students' actable and fantasy occupational expecta-
tions were converted to the Holland occupational-person-
ality profile code. Family background characteristics
which included age, sex, birth order, parental schooling,
family income, length of residence, grade point average,
and family type were selected by the researcher. Ob-
served frequencies of coincidence resulted in several
apparent relations. Most interesting to students'
actable job expectations were sex, fathers' schooling,
and grade point average and to students' fantasy ex-
pectations were sex and grade point average. Tables
11 and 12 describe these relations.
OBSERVED
FREQUENCIES
OF
COINCIDENCE
BETWEEN
STUDENTS'
ACTABLE
JOB
EXPECTATIONS
AND
SEX,
FATHERS
SCHOOLING,
AND
GRADE
POINT
AVERAGE.
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11. Significant relationships between student
high point code-actable and fantasy occupational ex-
pectations
.
The relation of students' actable job expectations
upon graduation to their fantasy career desires was
tested for independence in a contingency table. The
results of the test are displayed in Table 13. Table 13
is a two dimensional matrix which has on its vertical
axis students' realistic job expectations converted to
the Holland occupational-personality profile codes. The
horizontal axis includes students' fantasy job expecta-
tions converted to the same occupational-personality
profile codes. The data in this table are reported in
raw scored frequency in which students were classified.
The critical x value at the .001 level of signifance
for 36 degrees of freedom is 67*985.
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CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND SUMMARY
Discussion
First 3.nd forsniost, ths dsvslopmont of ths Occupa-
tional Influence Questionnaire (OIQ) as an abbreviated
form of the Family Vocational Genogram (FVG) makes a
notable contribution to family vocational history-
taking methodology. This study shows the OIQ to be
quick, simple, and particularly useful when a lengthy
family interview technique is not possible. It has
the potential application to populations that are
difficult to include in any research. It is a parent-
child career decision activity that yields data that
are similar to the results of a genogram process. These
data are in some cases significant and in others in-
significant to the career decision-making process of
twelfth grade students.
A finding of this study is that several clear
relationships do in fact exist between family employ-
ment histories and the occupational-personality profiles
of twelfth grade students. Although the results of many
studies have indicated that sons do follow fathers'
occupational footsteps*^^ and the results of sparse
91
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studies have indicated that sons do know of grandfathers*
4. • 76occupations, none link this transmission through an
occupational-personality profile. The findings of this
study with respect to three generational occupational-
personality profile transmissions are thus unique and
contribute to the body of knowledge that focuses on the
relationship between work and family life.
There have been infrequent studies that trace women’s
77career decision-making processes. Holland's work has
7 8
not addressed women. A significant finding of this
study with respect to females is that the three genera-
tional occupational-personality profile transmission
does in fact occur.
The fact that twelfth grade students* actable and
fantasy occupational-personality profiles were related
to nuclear and selected extended family occupational-
personality profiles indicates the importance of family
employment history- taking to the career decision-making
process. By including the importance of the extended
family work history orientation to that career decision-
making process, this his tory-taking process contributes
to theories of vocational counseling inventories that
combine personality and vocational interest. The need
for the inclusion of a family employment his tory-taking
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methodology in that process is evident.
Roe, Holland, and others*^^ have suggested the impor-
tance of the family with regard to personality and career
development. The findings of this study support their
notions but from a different point of view. This dif-
ference derives from the employment histories of nuclear
and extended family members and lies in that relationship
'Of those histories to student occupational-personality
profiles. This researcher has indicated the need for
vocational counselors in all counseling settings to
begin to address their clients as part of a family
8 0
system and not as independent from that system. Know-
ledge of a family’s vocational history across generations
could result in an increased awareness of the dynamics
of the career decision-making process of those clients.
The literature reviewed in this study with respect
to family influence on the career decision-making and
job searching activities of youths has indicated strong
family input. Uncertainty as to who in the family
8 2
specifically influences youth, and how, was also noted.
This study has shown that students, in their postgraduate
career decision-making, place a degree of value on the
number of contacts they have with nuclear and selected
family members.
Students in this study indicated that the daily
contact they have with parents is very much valued in
terms of their career decision-making upon graduation.
This finding is consistent with other studies with respect
to parental influence. However, this study’s findings
in that it shows that father’s and mother’s contact
is equally valued in terms of career decisions. It ap-
pears from the results of this study that a shared role
within the parental sub-system is one of vocational gui-
dance .
Sibling contact was found to be limited and generally
not considered of much value in terms of the career de-
cision-making process of this sample. Approximately
61 per cent of the sample were first and second born.
The function of these older sibling positions appears
to be one of the family leader in terms of career di-
rection and therefore would not be influenced by their
younger siblings.
An examination of the number and value of contact
yields the fact that grandparent contact is very limited
and in terms of career help hardly of any value. However,
when students' actable and fantasy job expectations were
matched to grandparents’ employment histories there were
significant relationships. The role of grandparents as
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an occupational value factor appears to be subtle and lies
within family history and tradition. Hill’s three gen-
erational kinship study has noted intergenera tional
transmissions by sex lineage of males in their occupa-
tional and vocational goals. The findings of this study
are consistent with Hill's findings with respect to male
lineage, but differ in that this study defines the lineage
through an occupational-personality profile and includes
females in that lineage.
A finding of this study is that student actable
and fantasy profiles do relate to the number of family
occupations known. This finding is important because
it shows that students with various actable and fantasy
occupational-personality profiles do have a varying de-
gree of family multi-generational occupational history
knowledge. How is it that students who were Investiga-
tive in their actable and fantasy profiles knew more of
their family's vocational history than students who
were Undecided in their actable and fantasy profiles?
It appears from this finding that a lack of family vo-
cational history knowledge provides little in the way
of family role models as a means of career awareness.
General, apparent relations were observed between
the set of family background characteristics and twelfth
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grade students’ actable and fantasy occupational-person-
ality profiles. Although they are interesting and may
or may not have significance, they are related to the
study only in a peripheral way; that is, such back-
ground information is only valuable when taken within
the vocational genogram process. The Family Vocational
Genogram process provides the family vocational counselor
with a situation in which to analyze the interactional
patterns of the family being interviewed around the set
of background characteristics. The Occupational Influence
Questionnaire takes the information about a family's
background without the enitre family being present. What \
the Occupational Influence Questionnaire gains in terms
of quickly obtaining certain historical family informa-
tion from large populations, it loses in terms of the neg-
ative value of not including the family unit in the inter-
view process. Family characteristics in this study were
not related to the primary research questions, but needed
to be included because of the Family Vocational Genogram
modification to the Occupational Influence Questionnaire.
A finding of this study is the significant relation-
ship between actable job expectations and fantasy career
desires (Table 13). It has been recognized that a ser-
ious gap in research exists when fantasized plans are
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not distinguished from career plans that are based in
reality. The need to define fantasy in relation to
other vocational terms becomes critical. Many career
development theorists have validated such a fantasy-
gc
reality dichotomy. ^
In terms of an occupational-personality profile,
what kind of jobs students expect to obtain upon gradua-
tion are highly coincidental to what they daydream about.
Thus, these findings add to such previously mentioned
validations of the fantasy-reality distinction. What
is most appealing is the intuitive notion that family
vocational histories are related to these actable and
fantasy profiles.
The consummation of this research is my determina-
tion that the multi-generational vocational histories
of selected family members is related to the primary
educational-vocational interests of twelfth grade stu-
dents as identified in their actable and fantasy
occupational-personality profiles. My method, which
was obtained through a modification of a family vo-
cational counseling assessment tool, allows input from
large populations. The data derived from the modifica-
tion are similar to the data that are derived from the
family vocational genogram interview process. Thus,
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family vocational his tory- taking becomes an alternative
method of career exploration.
Recommendations
Recommendations based on the findings of this study
consist of practical applications or ways to use a vo-
cational history methodology as a component to the
career decision-making process. The intended audience
includes counselors in various settings and teachers
in an educational setting. Methodological discretions
are also provided with these recommendations. Listed
below are selected recommendations for practical applica-
tion .
1. An important recommendation of this study is
that vocational counselors incorporate into the career
decision-making process the students nuclear family
employment history as that history relates to the stu-
dents' actable and fantasy occupational-personality pro-
files.
The findings of this study relative to the first
research question have identified the extent of relation-
ships that a nuclear family employment history has on
the occupational-personality profile of twelfth grade
The fact that significant relationshipsstudents
.
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existed among nuclear family members indicates the im-
portance of nuclear family employment his tory- taking
to the career decision-making process. The need for
the inclusion of a nuclear family employment history-
taking methodology in that process is evident.
2. A recommendation of this study is that counse-
lors become aware of the selected extended family em-
ployment history of their clients as that history re-
lates to the students actable and fantasy occupational-
personality profiles.
The findings of this study relative to the second
research question have identified the extent of relation-
ships that an extended family employment history has on
the occupational-personality profile of twelfth grade
students. Counselor awareness of the employment history
of these significant people and how that history relates
to student occupational-personality profiles would re-
sult in an increased awareness of the dynamics that con-
stitute the career decision-making process of those
students
.
3. Another recommendation of this study is that
counselors, teachers, and administrators, under the
guidance of a school's career awareness program, in-
doctrinate parents as a vocational support group.
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The findings of this study relative to the amount
and value family contact has in terms of influencing
students' career decisions supports this recommendation.
Parental familiarization to career development concepts
in addition to a family multi-generational vocational
history would render the educational and vocational
counseling of students more effective. Family vocational
counseling concepts would then work to provide greater
direction in the educational-vocational behavior of
students within a vocationally informed family system of
interactions. Individual family career-life decisions
would be a by-product of this process. The rationale
being that the family would learn to help itself once
vocational awareness interventions were set in motion.
4. A final recommendation of this study is that
techniques and instruments that explore multi-generational
family vocational history be incorporated into existing
vocational counseling and classroom teaching methodolo-
gies .
The findings of this study, relative to the number
of family occupations known, resulted in Investigative
and Social profiled students knowing more of their fam-
ily's vocational history than Undecided profiled stu-
dents. The basis for any good decision is knowledge.
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Counseling and teaching activities that build upon
knowledge of a students family multi-generational vo-
cational history can become a strong foundation for
their career decision-making process.
Implications
Implications based on the findings of this study
consist primarily of research methodology suggestions.
The intended audience includes other researchers,
counselors, and teachers. Listed below are implica-
tions for future research and other research questions.
1. An implication of this descriptive study is
to utilize other occupational-personality profile codes.
The findings of this research were based on John
Holland’s work. The family multi-generational vocational
history taking methodology would be more valued and
reliable if correlated with other theories. Such a
project would not only benefit the family vocational
his tory-taking technique, but would further support
the existing career development theories whose authors
have found it difficult to link empirically family-work
relations
.
2. A second implication is to increase the sample
size.
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f'lndings of this study wors bassd on a sample
size of- 172 twelfth grade students. A larger sample
size would result in additional intergenerat ional oc-
cupational-personality profile relationships.
3 . A third implication is to diversify the sample
to include other grades within a given school and to
include other schools.
The findings of this study were based on a sample
of students in a school which is predominantly white,
middle class, and which is located in a country setting.
A more diversified sample would result in additional
information that would allow generalizabili ty beyond
this sample.
A. A fourth implication is to correlate the re-
sults of the Occupational Influence Questionnaire with
John Holland's Self-Directed Search.
The purpose of such a correlational study would
be to establish relationship (or lack of it) or to
use relationships in making predictions.
5. A fifth implication is that research be under-
taken and completed that further delineates actable ex-
pectations and fantasy desires.
The findings of this study resulted in a very high
relationship between actable expectations and fantasy
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desires. Was the relationship a true relationship or
was it due to questionnaire item error? Answers to
these questions would lend statistical support not only
to the actable-fantasy dichotomy, but to the validity
of family vocational his tory- taking as a methodology.
Related research questions . Several related research
questions emerged during this study and provide the
foundation for future related research. What happens
to sibling influence in the process of relating employ-
ment history to occupational-personality profiles? What
is the impact of the dual career-family on the relation-
ship between vocational histories and occupational-per-
sonality profiles of children? What would the vocational
histories and occupational-personality profile relation-
ships be if parental employment was converted to a
socio-economic scale, or to class, or to job status?
Finally, why are family vocational histories related
to actable and fantasy profiles? Answers to these
questions would provide additional insights into the
value of vocational history taking methodology as that
relates to occupational personality profiles.
Summary
A study was conducted to determine to what degree
ths inu 1 1 i — g 6 n 6 r a t i o ns 1 vocational historiss of sslactsd
family members was related to the primary educational
vocational interests of twelfth grade students as iden-
tified in their occupational-personality profiles. Re-
search questions that provided descriptive data on
these relationships were formulated. A review of lit-
erature that focused on the relationship between family
life and background, personality, career interests,
and career decision-making was completed.
An Occupational Influence Questionnaire, which
is a modification of a Family Vocational Genogram, was
developed and administered to a sample of 172 senior
students. The data was analyzed with frequency counts
and contingency tables. Significant relationships be-
tween variables of interest were determined by using
chi-square analyses.
The findings of this study were that several re-
lationships existed between family employment histories
and occupational -personality profiles of twelfth grade
students. This study showed that students, in the post
graduate career decision-making, place a degree of value
on the number of contacts they have with nuclear and
extended family members. A finding of this study was
that students occupational-personality profiles do re-
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late to the number of family occupations known.
Several relations were observed between a set of
family background characteristics and twelfth grade
students occupational-personality profiles. These
were related to the study in a peripheral way. A
finding of this study was the significant relationship
between actable (reality) job expectations and fantasy
career desires.
The discussion focused on statistical evidence
which supported the notion that vocational history-
taking, when related to students occupational-person-
ality profiles, becomes an alternative method of career
exploration. Recommendations based on the findings
consisted of practical applications to vocational
history-taking and methodological discretions. Im-
plications consisted primarily of research method-
ological suggestions. Other related research questions
were also provided.
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APPENDIX A
OCCUPATIONAL INFLUENCE QUESTIONNAIRE
Oear saniort
TMa cueatlonnalre Tiay hels you axplore what occupation
to Jollow, It will wake you think about slgniitcant
oaonle In your ItJe that way or may not have InJluenced
you In your occuoatlonal choice, IS you have already
made uo your mind about an occupation. It may suocort
your choice or prompt you to other oosalblLltles. IS you
are not aure about what occuoatlen to follow, thla
queationnaire may help you to locate a small cluster of
occupations for further exoloratlon.
A larce body of research has been done on career exploration
activities of students. Much of thla research auqqssts
that there are relatlonshlos between family life and bacxcround.
Personality, career Interest, and ultimately career decision
maklnq. However, missing In this research Is the Influence
that the emolovment history of a family has on the educaticnal-
vocatlonal decisions of individuals.
This study seeks to fill In some of that missing research,
soeclflcally, the ouroose of this study Is to assess the
family multi-generational vocational history and Its
relationshlo to the occuoatlonal oersonallty oroflle of
twelfth grade students, information such as this may offer
to parents and counselors a way of facilitating the career
exoloratlon and decision-making process of students.
This ouestlonnalre will take you about 30 minutes to complete.
Please consider each Item carefully. As this study Is cart
of my doctoral research, your coooeratlon Is greatly needed
by me.
Please return the questionnaire to your Sngllsn teacher, when
the study Is completed, I will give an overall report on
the findings. At your recuest, I will meet with each of you
to discuss possible areas of career exoloratlon. Thank
you for your cooperation.
Dennis C. Dillon
OCCUPATICNAL INrUJSNCS QUS3T10NNAIRE
1 .
2. 3«x
3. Your btrch ora«r In your gimlly
(Tor •xamoLar L«: torn, 4cn corn)
4. what la tha hlohaat Laval of ichoollng your fathar complacad?
(olaaaa clrcia only ona numbar)
13 bacwaan K and ath qrada
2) batwaan 9th and 12tn orada
3) 0-2 yaara of collaga or cachnlcal achool
4) 3-4 yaara of eollaoa
5) graduata achool
3. ''Jhat la tha hlghaat laval of ichoollng your mothar comp 1 at ad ?
(olaaaa elrcla cnly ona numbar)
1) batwaan K and dth grada
2) batwaan 9th and 12th grada
3) 0-2 yaara of eollaga or tachnlcal acnooL
4) 3-4 yaara of eollaga
3) ariduata achool
6. What la your family Incoma?
(olaaaa clrcia only ona numbar)
1]
ovar 114,000 oar yaar
2} undar $14,000 par yaar
7. Kow long hava you llvad In tha Charlhc araa?
(If you ara a Vocational Tachnlcal acudanc, how
long hava you llvad in south county?)
(olaaaa clrcia only ona numbar)
1) 1 to 3 yaara
2) 4 to 6 yaara
3) 7 to 12 yaara
4) Ufa long (born In south County)
Thank vou. rhla aactlon of tha aurvay will orovlda ma with
valuabia background Information, would you plaaaa go to tha
naxt oaga and carafully raad tha Inatruct Iona . Thla la tha
haart of mv atudy and your coooaratlon la graatlv naadad.
a. What do (or did) tha following oaoola do for a living?
(Whan Idantlfvlng their amolovmant pleasa ba as scaclflc
as ooaslble. for axatnela.dsntal tachnlclan, forastar,
baiter, coolt,auto :nachanlc, taxicab driver, itnlttar, weaver,
flah and game warden, carpenter,.tiathamat lea teacher, dent let
,
'*rlter, cotanerclal artist, bartender, counselor, minister,
rastuarant manager, shoe salesman, office worlter, secretary).
rather (guardian)
Mother (Guardian
)
Brother (s) 1
)
n
n
sister (a) 1
)
2 )
father's ?ather_
rather* s Mother,
Mother's rather
noz he r • s .Mot her
ravortta Uncle
(crandfat.ner
)
(grar.dmot her
( grandfather
)
(grandmotr.er
favorite Aunt
father's 3est rriend
Mother's Best friend
your Best friend
four favorite Teacner's subject
ThanM you. If you really did not xr.ow what these oeople
do or did for a living that Is oxay. I assume you have
left those blanx. would you please go the the next cage
9. Plaasa Indtcaca the approximate number of contacts that
you have with these slgniJicant oeopla.
(Please circ^ one for each parson)
>1
father (Guardian) 1
Mot her ( Gua rd Ian ) 1
Brother (1) 1
Brother (2) 1
Brother (3) I
Sister (1) 1
Sister (2) I
Sister (3) I
father's father 1
(grandfather)
father's Mother I
(grandmother)
Mother's father 1
(grandfather)
Mother's Mother I
(grandmother)
favorite Uncle 1
favorite Aunt 1
father's Beat friend 1
Mother's Best friend 1
YOur Best friend I
favorite Teacher's
subject 1
X
e
o
a
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
u
e
w
>
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
0
z
S
5
5
5
5
S
«
5
5
S
5
5
5
3
5
5
5
Thanics. would you pies* go to the next sage.
Contact
10. PlaasA go ovar thoaa ralativas and trianda ona nora tlma
and Indlcata how valuabla you thought that contact
heislng you maK« daclsiona about Jobs
(Plaaaa circle one for each person)
e
u
jC a
u o u c
e o 3 e
> £ £ Z
and
e
u
u
J
careers.
•
M iJ
e -<
>
Pathar (Guardian) 1 2 3 4 S
Mothar (Guardian) 1 2 3 4 5
Brot her ( 1
)
1 2 3 4 S
Brochar (2) 1 2 3 4 S
Brother (3) 1 2 3 4 3
Slater (1) 1 2 3 4 5
Sister (2) 1 2 3 4 2
Sister (3) 1 2 3 4 5
father's Father 1 2 3 4 5
(grandfather)
Father's yjother 1 2 3 4 5
(grandmother)
Mother's Father 1 2 3 4 5
(grandfather)
Mother's Mot her 1 2 3 4 5
(grandaot her)
Favorite Uncle 1 2 3 4 5
Favorite Aunt 1 2 3 4 5
Father's Best Friend 1 2 3 4 5
Mother's Best Friend 1 2 3 4 5
'dour Best Friend 1 2 3 4 5
Favorite Teacher's
subject 1 2 3 4 3
'hanXs would you olaaaa go o ti*.a naxc and final ?aga
11. ACt«r graduation
t
What kind of Job do you axcact to gat or if you are
going to school what do you excect to study?
what kind of Job would you reallv like to get or what kind
of careers have you daydreamed aoout?
12. what la your overall Grade Point Average?
(Please circle only one)
1) 90 to 100
2) 30 to 39
3) 70 to 79
4) 35 to 39
Thank you for oarticioating in this study.
APPENDIX B
PARENTAL CONSENT LETTER
ClfAilIVO ^.EGICiiAL lilCiH SCl'OOL ^^IS'RICT
”000 ’IVE?s J’J'ICTIO’l, a^COE ISLAtID 02894
OFFICE OF piF s'.'OE^iirrr'nF'T 10^-7575
Dear
Pursuant to .Sc?:ool Carmlttee no 1 icy, 'V. Oennls onion, a taach-r on t-.e
ChaHfio faculty, ‘^as aooll®'* to this of-^'lce to conriuct a research study nslatad
to his matriculation in a doctoral Fronrari at tha ’’niveisity ’’assachusatts
.
The study involves student p’rticioation.
’Ir. onion's study involves a survey to assess fanily anlo''rent history
and its pelationsiiio to the occunational -oersonal ity I'rofUe of 12th "rade stu-
dents, and 'vill hirhlinht one of the r.a*-rest and most ‘/i'ialy used career interest
theories. Studyino the eroloi'nent history of oarer.ts, v^randoarents, family
friends, oeers arri favorite teachers v<ni helo to underctcnd student occupational
-
•Personality orofiles. Information such as this may offer to jarentd and counselor,
a 'vay of facilitating the career exoloration and decision 'pakinr nrocoss of
children.
Your child “ill be asked to connlete a 3 na^e Occunotional Influenre ''ues-
tionnaire developed by ’r. Oillon. Tin's instrument is a rodlfication o^"' a
structured 'aniily intar.’iev/ tachnioue. The content of the instrument 'fill in-
clude standard research background Questions (e.d. age, sex, etc.) and speci-
fically viill inculre as to the occupations of garencs, grandparents and other
significant peoole In a student's life. Finally, students will be asked to
describe their educational -vocational Interests upon graduation from hinh school.
.'Ir. Dillon's ren-jest meets School Comittee “olicy provisions and, thus, has
the aaoroval of this office. I* 'ou wish to permit your younoster to Participate,
may I ask you to ci.iO this letter and return it to "Y. Cillon here at school.
Please feel free to call ce if ypu have any Questions.
Tlianks for yo-ur tine and consideration.
Sincerely,
Robert A. Andreotti
Superintendent cf '.'bools
RAArkag
(Parent/ 'Guardian
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APPENDIX C
FAMILY VOCATIONAL GENOGRAM INTERVIEW SHEET
r-vixiY vccAriCNAL
3’r
DEtmis c. 3izi.c:i
The surposa oi this tanograia is to axplora the 'recationii history
of a nuclaar faiily through 3 ger.arations . This tiotoriai chart cf
oaople ia a family will provide a family vccatior.al cour.salor 'vith an
s^aassment teal that will offer insights into familial itiluences tiat
effect ocsupatinr.al valaas, attitudes and iacisions. In addition, the
administration of this assassment is not difficult and the infomation
gamed relative to the short time it takas "o compiata is ruita suistantial.
Administrative Hints
It is recommandad that an 13 by 24 inch piece of newsprint :a used.
Spreading this cut on the kitohen table, in road map fashion, xfords
each member a olose:-up view. It is not surprismg to see aaily members pull
their chairs towards the table and place their elbows on the table laani-ng
interestingly over "their family nap"
.
All mapping should be done in the lower middle of the taper and
proceed ‘a and out to the sidee. Asking the spousas if they both have
large families will give you some idea as ta the paper area you oiight reed.
Questions should be numbered and answered beginning m tne upper rignt
hand portion of the paper, continuing along that margm on down to the
bottom of the page, bringing the notes to the jeft side of the paper ci
up the left hand margin to the top left of the paper. Similar to a j.
"Tiius, the family tree is centered with coxinsaior notes along t.ta caramecers.
This is one idea that has proved effective Ln craotice. Symbolically, the
tarametric notes will shew those certain influences ttat are actmg -n -..a
centered famaly
,
>ruclear Taailv ::icr.3
H. How old 4ra you ?
w. and you
. ?
3.
Whan vara you aarriad? Was that tha iirst aarriaqa for doth
of you?
3. What ara tha namas ar.d a^as of tha childrar. ii thia family in
chronological \birth) ordar?
”
H. 1. Ara you employad?
2 . How long?
3. What do (did) you do for a living?
4. What did you do bafora thxa j’cb?
5. And oafora thia one?
W. 1. Ara you amployad?
2 . How long?
3. What do (did) you do for a living?
4. What did you do 'caiora thia job?
3. And bafora thia one?
3. To both paranta and in ragard to thair childrar. or to t-ha
children if t.hey ara praaant:
1. Ara your ciiildran employed? (Ara you employee?)
2. What do they do? (What do you do?)
3. What art thaar career aapirationa? (What ara ycru: caraer asp
4.
What would you Lika to laa them do?
extended ?aailv yueationa
H. What ia your fathara 'nana?
four aiothara?
Ho'^ long have they been aarriad?
Whan did they pasa away?
How?
L. STiat: do (did) ’/our oarar.os do for i living?
2. How Long?
3. 'i'Jhat did ihay -vtah shay could hava dona?
>4. w«r« any of shasa wiahas paaaad on so sons or daughsars?
3. What ara tha namas and agas of drothara and sissari dy dirth
ordar?
3. What do shay do for a living?
7. Whara ara shay locatad? (oarenta
.
drothers and sistars)
3. Doaa shia fasily avar gat sogathar wish any aambars of your
family?
9. How fra^cantly and ’ria what nadia-7o.sit, salapnona, latsac.
13. What ara Sha ocoasions? a.g. Chriatnas, waddings, f'cnarala.
'^at is your fathar's nama?
your aothar'a?
How long hava Shay daan narriad?
Whan did thay pass away?
How?
1. What do (didl your parants do for a living?
2 . How long?
3. What did shay wish shay could hava done?
4. Wara any of shaaa wishes passed on so sons or daug.htars?
5. What ara tha namas and acas of drothars and sistars dy dirsh
ordar?
5. what do thay do for a living?
7. Whara ara thay locatad? (parents, drothars and sistars)
3. Coas Shis family avar gat cogathar with any namhars of your
fanily?
9. How frequantly and via what nadla-visit, talaohcne, lettar.
10. What ara sha occasicns? a.g. Christmas , waddings, sts.
3 .\ra tiler® any finii'/ aenbers who da r.ot 3«« aach othsr? (cutoiJs)
Vaat ar® seme key tiiniir*g soi.ita (r.odal aventa) oi th ia family?3.
7. 3. What ara seme diffioiiLt issues for this family to deal
-^.th?
a.?, job status, caraar tusbility, parenting, money, atr.
'/X. 3. How does this family maice dacisiens? a.g. consensus, one person,
TOte, etc.
7II,. csTtT.unity supcorta
Wrap Ca
At this time the counselor should rsxlect the genocram session. A
review of the purpose of the ganocram, wit-h emphasis oi the family tree a.-id
certain key points that are in the parametric notes, is necessary, lo not
get into analysis at this time. P.enamber, a genogram is to find cut things.
Thanking the fsaiily for allowing you to interview than s.hould bring closure
to the session.
g2I»CG3A.M SrOOIj
.'(ale
Heaala
Child in utero
Abortion or stillbirth
Marriage
Offspring
Oivoroe
Death
lo-habttation
APPENDIX D
FAMILY VOCATIONAL GENOGRAM MAP
(SAMPLE FAMILY)
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APPENDIX E
FAMILY VOCATIONAL GENOGRAM ANALYSES
(SAMPLE FAMILY)
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APPENDIX F
SUPERINTENDENT’S COMMUNICATION
T*W<m I40II J44.7S7S
Chariho Regional High Sdiool District
WOOD RIVER JUNCTION, RHODE ISLAND 02894
tolur A
SwOi
TO: Cennis 0111 on
F^CM: RAA
SUBJECT: Research/ Study Program
CATE: 2/2/79
1. Your request for the research project you have described is aoproved
in concept.
2. The draft of the letter to parents Is approved.
3. Prior to imolementation of the study, you should provide verification
of the fact that teachers involved have granted approval to use class
time.
4. District Policy states that "parent aoproval must be secured in order
for a student to participate." Consequently, you cannot use the
suggested language we discussed yesterday re: approval by default.
5. Please insure that you up-date the file of materials relative to the
project that has been provided to me.
ANOtcom
RAA:!<ag
APPENDIX G
ENGLISH DEPARTMENT CHAIRPERSON’S
COMMUNICATION
3d^rT7l
Chariho Regional High School District
WOOD RIV6R JUNCTION. RHODE ISLAND 02394
HANC15 ? >*ll£GilNO
AHIUO L ^IZaIUIU
Q. Sfuirr OouqIm
V
-C
Febfuary 8, 1979
Mr. Dennis Dillon
Chariho Regional Jr. -Sr. High School
Wood River Junction, RI 02394
Deal' Mr. Dillon:
You had and still have sny approval and cooperation to request
the grade 12 English teachers to participate in your doctoral research.
At a meeting held on Wednesday, February 7th, the grade 12 Stglith
teachers agreed to take class time to explain and distribute the data
for your survey. The teachers involved are: Lorraine Brayman, Sydney
Cohen, Edward Doherty, Clayton Fortune, Gloria Rogers, and Saroara
SosnoHski. All these teachers will distribute the parental pemission
notices. After t.hey are returned, you will give the respective teacher
the questionraires for those students who have parental permission to
participate. The English teacher ’will take class time to administer
this questionnaire and then return them to you.
May I wish you success in this endeavor and your doctoral
dissertation.
Sincerely,
/
*
v'.y- fc*’ f.
Genevieve C. Ourfee
Chairperson, English G
Reading Department
GCD ; mg
cc: Mr. Andireotti
Mr. Pellegrino
APPENDIX H
RESEARCHER’S COMMUNICATION TO
SENIOR ENGLISH DEPARTMENT STAFF
•February 12, 1979
TO
:
Mrs. Breyman
Mr. Cohen
Mr. Doherty
Mr. Fortune
Mrs. Rogeni
Mr. Sasnowski
FROM:
Dennis C. Dillon
Dear Friends,
Would you please keep the parental permission
forms by class. This is necessary because I need
to list and code those students who will participate.
If it is acceptable to your class planning,
Wednesday (2/1A/79) would be a good administration
day. This would enable me to utilize the computer
facilities here at Chariho for da ta-preparation on
Thursday and Friday.
Thanks
!


